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Abstract: The fire safety design process of buildings underwent a substantial shift in the last roughly
two decades, switching from prescriptive building codes to performance-based, fire-engineered
designs. A similar process can be observed with Strategic Fire Service Planning which defines “how
much fire service” is necessary per municipality. The methods used there become more and more
sophisticated as well. However, with increasing complexity it becomes harder to explain and interpret
results to the decision-makers, which applies both to fire engineering and fire service planning. The
need for further research is made clear as the major outcome of this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For the decision-making process on how many resources, stations and personnel are necessary for the
fire service of a local authority (town, city, county), several constrictions apply, the most important
ones being limited available public funding and the statutory requirement to achieve a “deemed-tosatisfy” level of public safety (which usually is not quantitatively defined and therefore measurement
of fulfillment is hard to achieve). A similar problem in quantifying the necessary level of safety exists
in the design of buildings. This paper outlines some parallel developments in both fields, elaborates on
similar problems in quantifying safety and delivering results that can both be validated and understood
by the respective authority having jurisdiction.

2. FIRE ENGINEERING
In earlier times (and before the formal introduction of Fire Engineering in the second half of the 20th
century), fire safety of buildings was based on prescriptive building-codes which contained the
wisdom accumulated through lessons learned from fires over several decades or centuries in the
respective country. Those concepts were hazard-based and prescribed in detail e.g. what building
materials could be used, how far buildings must be separated and how thick a wall had to be. The cost
of those very detailed, easy to apply rules in form of accepted solutions (called “deemed-to-satisfy”
the objectives of the building codes) was limited flexibility and hampered progress in building design
features.
With the emergence of Fire Engineering as respected science discipline and study course that changed.
Deviations from prescriptive codes became allowed when the safety of a building could be assured
otherwise. Building codes, e.g. the 2014 New Zealand Building Code [1], have been altered to include
detailed quantitative “performance requirements”. These can be achieved on numerous ways by
architects and engineers and therefore allow for far more innovative designs than prescribed readymade solutions where there remains not really any choice for architects and engineers except the one
of implementing it or not.
To achieve the necessary safety level, the methods of Fire Engineering have been developed. In
general they use acceptance criteria parameters to quantify general objectives like the protection of
building occupants or easy fire service intervention. Through calculations and fire modelling the actual
building in question is thoroughly analyzed as an individual case and the review shows if the building
design can achieve parameters that are at least as safe as or safer than the performance requirements.
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This so-called performance-based concept is therefore risk-based, allows for more flexibility and at the
same time – when carried out properly – ensures a high level of safety. Probably the findings of this
process are more accurate than prescriptive solutions as the design is reviewed on an individual case
basis and therefore “tailor-made”, instead of generic prescriptive solutions which contain the risk of
being not wholly applicable to the specific building. In accordance to that, it has been found that
prescriptive solutions must not always be “safer” than performance-based ones. This discussion comes
down to the fact that the level of safety of prescriptive requirements is not explicitly stated but it is
rather assumed that by applying those measures, a design should be safe enough. That approach has
lately been criticized as the level of safety of prescriptive requirements depends more on the building
specifics than performance based designs do [2].
Methodologies and guidelines for the performance-based approach and relevant criteria parameters
have been internationally developed, e.g. in the International Fire Engineering Guidelines IFEG [3],
BS 7974 ([4] and the vfdb Fire Engineering Guideline [5]. Some of those documents also contain
probabilistic risk assessment methodologies , e.g. [6].

3. STRATEGIC FIRE SERVICE PLANNING
Strategic Fire Service Planning has always existed where an organized approach existed to counteract
the elementary hazard of fire. However, only very recently that area has been established as field of
research. The resulting methodologies and algorithms strive to change fire service planning from
experience and gut-feeling based towards a more scientific, fact-based and quantifiable approach
(more often than not resulting from increasing pressures to justify fire service operations and the
relating costs in the eye of the wider public and the politicians distributing funding).
3.1. Historical developments
In the past, many countries worldwide (e.g. Sweden, the Netherlands, UK, New Zealand, USA,
Germany) chose prescriptive fire service arrival times as a substitute benchmark to answer the
question if adequate safety has been achieved. That is, regulations or laws defined that the fire service
had to arrive at the incident scene in a certain amount of time, usually somewhere between 8 and 15
minutes after the emergency call has been received by the dispatch center. Those times were universal
or at best split in categories like “within city limits” and “outside city limits”, therefore allowing for
only small deviations [7], [8], [9], [10], [11].
In literature, that response or arrival time is seen as the dominating characteristic for quantification
purposes of fire service delivery [12]. Though several attempts have been made, no validated
correlation between a fire growth or fire toxicity curve to the specification of fire service arrival times
can be found in international literature [7]. Existing time goals are therefore to be considered as
expressions of the political will and the financial clout of the municipality at hand. However, it is
obvious that shorter response times are favourable cp.[13].
The importance of the arrival time has to be put in context also with the question how much resources
are put into action after that time, how well equipped and how competent they are in what they are
required to do (cp. [13], [12], [14].
With the advent of increasing computation power, computer models have been used to calculate
optimum locations for stations based on the existing workload (emergency calls). Also the other way
around has been used, picking existing stations and calculating how far a fire truck can travel in a
given time, with varying degree of detail (the type of road, quality of the road, traffic conditions,
daytime, season etc.).
Today, the arrival time approach is still widely used in European countries and all over the world. The
obvious advantage is the fact that it can easily be defined and controlled. But it comes with the
disadvantage that it is not possible to derive what kind of equipment and trucks should be allocated to
different stations. In that generic form it also fails to allow for more detailed responses, e.g. faster fire
service response in areas with a higher risk (however, for example in the Netherlands approaches like
that with varying response times in accordance to the type of object and time of day are already used).
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In the EU, seven countries use such an approach, whereas seven others use a scenario-driven approach
and nine countries use a risk-based approach (not all EU member countries have a written
methodology for fire service planning)[15]. The so-called risk-based approach is a relevant recent
development and started only in the early 2000s. It is hoped to include the probability of a fire incident
in those methods and therefore allow for a more detailed allocation of resources (instead of spreading
the fire service evenly over a city, some areas with less associated risk could get fewer stations or
slower responses while high-risk areas would receive a faster response with probably more resources
as well).
3.2. Current developments
The risk-based approach is to be considered the latest development in fire service planning. It is hoped
that more sophisticated risk analysis methods and analysis of risk-related data will in the future allow
for “tailor-made” allocation of fire service resources, without over-protecting (and therefore overpaying) but still guaranteeing an adequate safety level.
Methodologies used today are based on assumptions made based on the type of buildings in a given
area (height, occupancy, construction type etc.), the number of population in the area (population
density), the demand to the fire service measured in fire calls and rescues/injuries/deaths or a
combination thereof [16], [17], [18], [19]).
However, more research needs to be done to create a more empiric foundation of those methods
instead of pure assumptions and operational experiences. Newer research has shown a strong
connection between socio-demographic factors and fire risk. A strong association between
deprivation and other social factors with the occurrence of fire has been found [20].
Increasingly, different data sources from both inside and outside a fire service are used in conjunction
with Geographical-Information-Systems (GIS), which allow for a convenient depiction of a large
number of different datasets on a map. Data sources inside the fire service may be incident action
reports containing the equipment used, the time spent at one incident, the number of injured persons
etc.; data on availability of fire trucks due to maintenance and workshop-stays; availability of
personnel (depending on percentage of sick leave, training, absolute number of personnel etc.); fire
investigation reports and a lot more. Outside data sources may be the ambulance service (where
separate from the fire service) contributing numbers of injuries of different severity and fatalities,
Public Housing and Statistics departments contributing data on population distribution, type, age and
occupation/zoning of buildings, Traffic departments delivering data on traffic density, blockages and
road network changes, and many more. First works have been done on merging those different data
sources in a uniform data warehouse per fire service [21] which facilitates the analysis enormously.
The move towards a more performance-based approach to fire service planning brings about and
coincides with a similar movement to introduce performance measurement and performance
management techniques and methodologies in the fire services [22], something private industry has
done many years ago. Both need more and more sophisticated data collection pools and analysis tools
to allow for the more detailed outcomes which are increasingly expected from authorities having
jurisdiction. Therefore it has already been found that a risk based approach offered significant
potential for the application of performance measurement in the fire services [20].

4. SIMILARITIES AND INTERDEPENDENCIES BETWEEN BOTH DISCIPLINES
Both Fire Engineering and Fire service planning share one common important question to answer:
How safe is safe enough? And directly correlated to it is the more profane question, how much money
must be spend to achieve an adequate safety level? Both questions have been widely discussed and
elaborated on in the risk and safety literature [23], [24]. A more practical way to put that question is
rather than considering absolute safety levels it should be considered what value is placed on a
specified change in survival probability [24]. A holistic answer to that fundamental question of safety
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science has not been found yet, but it is important to communicate shortcomings in the risk assessment
and risk management process to the relevant stakeholders, which mainly are the developer, owner and
user of buildings in the case of Fire Engineering and the citizens and politicians in the case of Fire
Service Planning. Uncertainties must be made public as to not create a false feeling of safety.
Both areas of research are directly linked when it comes to the question of how long a building’s
structural integrity must be maintained in order to allow for efficient fire service operations, an
objective found in many building codes around the world. One approach for that is incorporated in the
IFEG in form of a time-line approach for the fire service intervention based on the Australian Fire
Brigade Intervention Model (FBIM, [25]). That shows how deeply interconnected both disciplines are:
Building designers have to know how capable and fast the local fire service can deploy so that they
can correctly calculate the buildings resistance against fire. Similar time-lines have been developed all
over the world, e.g. [26]. In Germany a similar strong connection between fire brigade intervention
and design of the building is only applied to industrial buildings, where the minimal fire resistance
time determines the mandatory response time of the fire service [27].
Both disciplines also share common problems and shortcomings, which are discussed below.

4.1 Methodological Voids and Deficits
In both areas, the scientific work on the relevant topics is quite young, while Fire Engineering has at
least some 50 years under its belt, Strategic Fire Service Planning in a methodological and scientific
manner is even younger. Resulting from this fact, many assumptions are still used in state-of-the-art
models, as simply the complex systems of compartment fires and fire service operations have not been
fully understood yet. Additional fundamental research is necessary to understand the different parts
and components of both systems, let alone the complex interactions between different subsystems (for
Fire Engineering e.g. pyrolysis of wood and plastics, heat fluxes radiating back on surfaces, flashoverbehavior in complex room geometries with various fuel-loads, toxicity of gases like HCN, CO, H2S
and their solitary and combination effects under varying ambient conditions; for Fire Service Planning
e.g. the influence of competencies and training on outcomes of operations and the quantification of it,
the efficiency and effectiveness of varying crew sizes and equipment as well as that of different
firefighting agents (water, Class-A foam, compressed air foam etc.) and the influence of risk factors
like building and population characteristics and many more).
Prescriptive arrival times did not consider local risk distributions, specific risk resulting from
particular industrial complexes, residential buildings or transportation infrastructures. Therefore only
rough estimations on the service delivery of a fire service could be calculated. The same can be said
about prescriptive building-codes, which could only be used for off-the-shelf buildings and therefore
hampered the development of more sophisticated designs. Hence both concepts became to rely on the
risk concept.
But dealing with risks in both disciplines carries specific difficulties, too. Especially the probabilistic
handling of fire service incidents in general and of structural fires as topic of fire engineering in
particular highlight a methodological conflict associated with the risk concept. The important events of
interest are of a low probability and high impact nature. Therefore it is difficult to not misrepresent
those seldom but severe events as with simple mathematical multiplications those events are
somewhat “adumbrated” by the far higher number of incidents with less or no damage at all (e.g. false
automatic fire alarms). That makes those risks somewhat hard to statistically analyze and risk aversion
factors and similar concepts must be used to counter that. The distinction between the probability of
high risks and the pure frequency of all kinds of incidents also makes it hard to explain to laymen like
citizens and politicians why some sort of “overhead” with the fire service resources has to be
maintained in order to be able to respond to the larger, but more seldom events, although the daily call
load could more often than not easily be handled with a fraction of fire service resources. Probabilistic
models must therefore account for this specific fire service related aspects. Taking this approach one
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step further, fire services as the usually only “all-round” first responder agency in a town have to be
able to deal with not only rare incidents but also totally unexpected ones. Therefore the quite new
concepts of black swans [28], [29] and resilience-based contingency [30], [31] should be considered as
well as.
Assuming a risk assessment could be executed, in both areas it is very tricky – and nonetheless
important - to set the threshold for “acceptable” risks. Performance criteria contained in building codes
can be a solution for this in terms of Fire Engineering. For Fire Service Planning suitable indicators
and measuring parameters for acceptable risks have to be found. The author proposes the number of
incidents where the loss could be stopped after arrival of the fire service as indicator for the protection
of property and the percentage of rescued persons out of the total number of affected persons the fire
service had a chance to rescue as performance indicator for life safety.

4.2 Validation & Verification and Credibility to Reviewers
Fire Engineering heavily relies on computational fluid dynamics, for which several software packages
exist. The parameters and models used in those simulations must be validated and verified in order to
prove that they actually represent realistic scenarios and can predict the probable course of events in
case of a fire. It has been shown that actually the current state of development of the software
packages in combination with the varying skills of the users (fire engineers, consultants, and
technicians) does not allow for accurate a priori predictions of fire growth in realistic complex
scenarios and contain a large margin of error [32].
Similarly to the CFD software used in Fire Engineering, increasingly GIS-based software systems and
specific software packages receive attention by planning departments of fire services. However,
looking at literature and current best practice one can easily get the impression that too much emphasis
and trust is placed on the outcomes of those software packages, neglecting the application boundaries
and working assumptions used in those models. One has to bear in mind that software packages can
only be as good as the underlying models which should be based on empiric evidence rather on
assumptions and “operational experience” only. However, operational experience comes in handy to
cross-check the plausibility of simulation outcomes.
In terms of validation and verification, similar problems exist in both fields: All too often the authority
having jurisdiction to decide on proposed fire service planning and fire engineering concepts lack the
knowledge, manpower and capabilities to scrutinize the proposed solutions to the degree necessary.
The increasing complexity of the used models drives that trend, as more and more specialists are also
necessary to check the proposals. Especially with a fire service structure as in Germany, where
roughly 11.000 independent municipalities exists which all have at least one independent fire
department, one can imagine that is impossible to amass the necessary expertise at all of those
municipalities and fire services. Besides more streamlined and more easily understandable models,
probably also organizational changes towards larger fire services (as practiced currently in the UK,
Australia and New Zealand for example) offer some advantages related to the economy of scale
concept.
In addition, practical guidelines should be developed for both areas which authorities having
jurisdiction could use for assessing the completeness, quality, and scientific validity of the models,
parameters and assumptions used. For both areas those guidelines should be as uniform and
transparent as possible in order to allow for comparisons and to reduce the additional workload for
consultants and other involved stakeholders working for and with different authorities having
jurisdiction. One best practice example for Fire Engineering is the Acceptable Solutions and
Verification Methods of the NZ Building Code [1].
In both disciplines it is of paramount importance that the relevant outcomes of design and planning
processes are not obstructed by a vast array of formulae, numbers, different models and codes etc.
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Rather every consultant, engineer and planner should be able to explain his work in a way that is
easily understandable by the relevant stakeholders and the authorities having jurisdiction.

5. CONCLUSION
Fire Engineering and Strategic Fire Service Planning face similar problems as identified in the
literature review. Those problems are under scrutiny in a current work-in-progress project on
developing a risk-based fire service planning methodology for Germany. That project called “TIBRO”
(German acronym for tactical-strategic innovative fire service and risk-based optimizations) was
started in February 2012 and is scheduled for its final report in the first quarter of 2015. The aim of the
project is to outline the fundamentals of a comprehensive methodology to derive necessary fire service
resources in accordance with the legal tasks to be fulfilled by the fire service.
It has been pointed out that more sophisticated models don’t necessarily bring more clarity and
accuracy in predicting the behavior of a building in case of fire or the operational performance of a fire
service in the future. All current predictions and simulations are to be taken with a pinch of salt and
should be compared to existing best practices and operational experiences where existent. More
research in both areas is paramount to propel both young scientific disciplines to further levels of
detail and validity.
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